






….is radiotherapy?
….is radiotherapy needed? 
….is radiotherapy used?

….does radiotherapy work?
….are the radiotherapy machines?
….are the radiotherapy machines?

….do we measure, control and check their safty?
….works in radiotherapy?
….is the workflow of radiotherapy?
….technics are used in radiotherapy?
….is the future of radiotherapy?



Roentgen discovered new kind of rays: 
- a form of high-frequency electromagnetic 

radiation produced in an X-ray tube. 



Henry Becquerel reported the phenomenon of natural radioactivity      
of uranium

Emil Grubbe – a medical student from USA was probably the first 
to treat breast carcinoma with X-rays

Marie and Pierre Curie discovered radium and polonium and 
described natural radioactivity. 

Tage Sjogren – a doctor from Sweden reported the first case of a 
skin tumor cured by use of radioactive source application

Frederic and Irene Joliot-Curie discovered artificial 
radioactivity











is energy flow released and spreading in the form of 

which are capable to directly or indirectly ionize matter when 
interacting with its atoms.



is divided into:

which is treatment of cancer with radiation beams 
delivered by a machine outside the body

Photon RT
Particle RT

which is treatment of cancer with sealed radioactive 
sources placed very close up to the tumor

Intracavitary BT
Intrastitial BT
Intraluminal BT
Surface BT
Intravascular BT
Intraoperative BT

which is provided by unsealed radioactive sources 
injected or swallowed by the patient



Cancer is out of control growth of cells.  

As a result they do not perform their intended function.

There are four main medical to treat cancer:
Surgery

Chemotherapy

Radiotherapy

Hormone therapy

The of treatment 
depends on a number 
of factors including type, 
size, location and stage 
of the tumor.



The of radiоtherapy is to cause maximum targeted 
damage to the cancerous cells with minimum risk to surrounding 
healthy tissue.

Radiotherapy may be used as the primary therapy or in combination 
with other methods. 

The treatment purpose might be:

curative

adjuvant

therapeutic

palliative 

More than 60 percent of patients diagnosed 
with cancer will receive radiotherapy 
as part of their treatment





Radiation therapy uses regulated doses of 
high-energy radiation targeted at the 
cancer cells to damage directly or 
inderectly their DNA and thus destroying 
their ability to reproduce

Both normal and cancer cells can be 
affected by radiation, but cancer cells have 
generally limited ability to repair this 
damage, leading to cancer cell death, 
unlike healthy cells

All tissues have a tolerance level, or 
maximum dose, beyond which irreparable 
damage may occur 



Differencies in repair abilities of normal and 
cancer cells is in the basis of dividing the total 
dose into small daily fractions over several days 
or weeks, which is called Fractionation.

Fractionation spares normal tissue through 
and while increasing damage to 
tumor cells through and



Side effects during the treatment vary depending on site of 
the treatment and affect usually tissues in the radiation field:







The major forms of interaction of 
with matter are:

COLLISIONAL LOSS due to ionization and excitation

RADIATIVE LOSS due to interaction with the nucleus

,
which interact only with the nucleus:

ELASTIC SCATTERING

CAPTURE REACTIONS 
– emission of n and γ, p or α

INELASTIC SCATTERING 
– emission of n and γ

NUCLEAR FISSION



The major forms of interaction of with 
matter, which are of clinical importance in radiotherapy are:

Coherent scattering

Compton effect
(Most important in modern-day megavoltage RT)

Photoelectric effect 
(Most important in radiology)

Pair production





Direct and indirect ionizing radiation to the 
material with which it interacts through any of the described 
forms.

The mean energy imparted per unit mass of the absorbing 
material is defined as 
measured in 

The amount of radiation given to the patient or the 
has to be accurately calculated so that the damage is limited 

to the cancerous cells only.



Photon RT Machines 
γ - rays (gamma rays): Emitted from a 
nucleus of a radioactive atom

• Cobalt treatment machine and GammaKnife

• Radioisotopes used in brachytherapy

X – rays: Generated by a Roentgen tube or a 
linear accelerator when accelerated electrons hit 
a target

Particle Beams Machines
Protons

Neutrons

Electrons

Ions







Grenz-ray Therapy or ultrasoft Bucky Therapy 10-30 kV surface of skin < 1 cm

Contact Therapy 40-50 kV 1-2 mm < 2 cm

Superficial Therapy 50-150 kV < 5 mm 15-20 cm

Orthovoltage Therapy 150-500 kV 3-5 cm 50 cm

Supervoltage Therapy 500-1000 kV 7-8 cm 50-80 cm

1.25 MV > 0.5 cm 80 cm

4-25 MV > 1,5 cm 100 cm

65-100 cm























The aperture of  each radiation field matches 
the projected shape of the tumor which allows 
for 

3D Conformal Radiotherapy (3D CRT)

Dynamic MLC, static or dynamic gantry and 
collimator rotation, varying radiation dose 
with time and angle and thus modulating the 
radiation intensity within the field allow 
further for:

Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT), 
Volumetric-Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT) 
Radiosurgery 

These technical capabilities and irradiating 
technics allow for 

even better sparing of normal tissue and organs 
at risk– reduce normal tissue complication 
probability (NTCP)
maximizing dose to tumor – increase tumor 
control probability (TCP )











Map of RT Centers in the Bulgarian Cancer Hospital Net
BIG STARS– 1 National RT Center and 4 University RT Centers: Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna, Pleven; 
SMALL STARS– 11 Regional RT Centers – Varna, Ruse, Schoumen, Veliko Turnovo, Vratza, 

Plovdiv, Panagyuriste, St Zagora, Burgas, Haskovo, Blagoevgrad; 

Linacs, Cobalt (Co-60) and Brachytherapy units are shown.



- the oncology doctor who prescribes and oversees 
the radiotherapy treatment of cancer patients with radiation for either cure or 
palliation

- ensures that treatment dosimetric plans are properly 
tailored for each patient and is responsible for the calibration, accuracy and safty 
of treatment equipment and for the radiation protection of patients and staff

- ensures first line technical support 

- works with the radiation oncologist and medical physicist to 
calculate the proper dose of radiation given to the tumor

- administers the daily radiation under the doctor’s
prescription and supervision

- interacts with the patient and family at the 
time of consultation, throughout the treatment process and during follow-up care







Patient is set up in treatment 
position on a dedicated CT 
scanner

Immobilization devices may be 
used to assure patient daily correct 
positioning
Reference marks or “tattoos” are 
placed on patient

CT simulation images are often 
fused with PET or MRI scans 
for treatment planning



Immobilization masks for children

CT room dedicated to children



Radiation oncologist outlines the 
target and organs at risk creating the 
anatomotopographyc treatment plan

Medical physicist 
uses sophisticated software to carefully 
create an appropriate dosimetric
treatment plan 

computerized algorithms enable the 
treatment plan to spare as much 
healthy tissue as possible

Radiation oncologist reviews and 
approves final treatment plan



typically delivers 
radiation using a linear accelerator 

The type of treatment depends on the location, size and type of cancer

or 
involves placing 

permanently or temporarily 
radioactive sources into or near the 
tumor



Image-guided Radiotherapy (IGRT) is frequent use of 
medical imaging techniques to match and verify patient 
positioning and tumor location for daily set-up accuracy.



Types of imaging technics for IGRT:
Ultrasound based image matching

Vidio-based 3D surface image maching (pic.A)

kV or MV planar image matching (MV-MV, kV-kV or kV-MV matching) 
(pic.A)

kV or MV Cone beam CT (CBCT) volumetric image matching (pic.A)

kV or MV Fan beam CT (FBCT) volumetric image maching (pic.B)

MRI based volumetric image matching

Respiratory Gating Technics for tracking motion of tumors (pic.C)



Both radiotherapy equipment and each patient treatment plan 
go through many safety checks complying with national 
regulations
Dosimetry equipment: Phantoms, Detectors, Electrometers



External Megavoltage Radiotherapy (energy > 1 MV)

Two-dimensional Radiotherapy (2D RT)
Three-dimensional Radioherapy  (3D RT)
Three-dimensional Conformal Radioherapy  (3D CRT)
Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT)
Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT)
Adaptive Radiotherapy (ART)
Total Body Irradiation Radiotherapy (TBI RT)
Image Guided Radiotherapy (IGRT)
Respiratory Gated Radiotherapy (RGRT)
Intraoperative Radiotherapy (IORT)
Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy (SBRT)
Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS)



Types of Particle Beam Therapy: 
Hadron Therapy (protons and ions)
Fast Neutron Therapy (FNT)
Neutron Capture Therapy (NCT)
Electron Therapy

Advantages:
Charged particles deposit most of their energy at a given depth, 
minimizing risk to tissues beyond that point
Allows for highly specific targeting of tumors located near critical 
structures
Most commonly used in treatment of pediatric, central nervous system 
and intraocular malignancies





Uses computer software algorithm for 
computing dose volume distribution for 
a multifield plan

Improved precision than 2D planning 
with rectangular fields used with Co-60 
machines, 
Decreased normal tissue damage

Uses patient CT scans to create a 3D 
picture of the patient anatomy to 
delianate precisely tumor and 
surrounding organs at risk
Utilized with MLC equipped machines



IMRT and VMAT are highly 
sophisticated radiotherapy 
technics allowing radiation to be 
shaped more exactly to fit the 
tumor 
Radiation is delivered by multiple 
fields or  one or multiple arcs 
devided into segments with 
adjusted intensity through 
dynamic varying MLC, dose and 
gantry and colimator rotation

IMRT and VMAT allows higher doses of radiation to be 
delivered to the tumor while sparing more healthy 
surrounding tissue



and are specialized types of 
external beam radiation that use 
focused radiation beams targeting a 
well-defined tumor in the head or in 
the body.



Internal RT or Brachytherapy is treatment of cancer with 
such as 125I, 103Pd, 192Ir, 137Cs inserted very close 

up to the tumor. 
According to location of radioactive implant it might be:

- the source is inserted into a body cavity 
such as the vagina or uterus

- the sources are placed directly into the tissue 
(prostate, vagina)

- the source is placed within intraluminal 
space such as the esophagus or trachea

( ) - moulds are attached to the surface of 
the skin

- the source is placed within blood vessels
– the surface applicator is in direct contact with 

the surgical tumor bed 



According to way of loading of radioactive implant it might be:



IORT delivers a concentrated 
dose of radiation therapy to 
a tumor bed during surgery



Radiation can also be delivered by injecting or 
swallowing .
Some of the locations and radioisotopes used are:

For treating bone metastases radioactive isotopes absorbed primarily by 
cancer cells may be used such as Metastron (89Strontium), Quadramet
(153Samarium) and Xofigo (223Radium) 

For treating thyroid cancer 
radioactive iodine (I131) is used

For treating lymphomas radioactive isotopes may be attached to an 
antibody targeted at tumor cells (Zevalin, Bexxar)

For treating primary or metastatic liver cancer radioactive “beads” may 
be used (Y90-Microspheres)



Though ionizing radiation remains one of the most effective tools in the 
therapy of cancer cure, answers to a number of questions remain: 

Further ways to optimize the effectiveness of radiation therapy 
in combination with other modalities of treatment?
Further ways for precise and accurate treatment delivery by 
more precise and accurate tumor localisation in treatment 
planning and delivery? Real-time IGRT advances?
Further ways to lower side effects to normal tissues? Adaptive 
RT advances?





Radiation therapy is a well established modality for the 
treatment of numerous malignancies
Radiation oncology team are specialists trained to treat 
cancer with a variety of forms of radiation
Treatment delivery is safe, quick and painless due to 
sophisticated technology, irradiation technics and 
computing algorithms 








